
It is Texas Star 
Party Time!   
If you aren't 

going to TSP, get 
that telescope 

out and come out 
to the FWAS 

observatory and 
start your 
summer 

observing! 

Welcome New 
Members! 

 
John Bartels  

Juan Martinez  
Patty Meek  

Billy & Vicky Farmer  
Larry Basden  

Monthly Meeting Notes……. Harry Bearman 

The real highlight of the meeting was 
getting to look at Larry Smith's Million 
Dollar Moon Rocks (no kidding!) that he 
got to display as part of the Space Camp 
program he attended last summer. (You 
may recall that last month he gave a 
program on his adventures there.) Six 
samples of moon rocks and soil were 
encased in the Lucite block that was 
passed around, and they appeared to 
have come from all over the moon. There 
was a piece as white as chalk, and 
another piece far blacker than charcoal. 
Also in the display was some of orange 
dust. It wasn't as orange as the fruit, but 
it was definitely orange. 
 
Originally Mike Jones and I were to give 
a presentation on the Foucault test, 

which was to include an on-  
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April Lake Whitney Astro April Lake Whitney Astro April Lake Whitney Astro April Lake Whitney Astro 
Celebration Celebration Celebration Celebration …. Harry BearmanHarry BearmanHarry BearmanHarry Bearman 

Despite the torrential downpours we 
experienced Saturday, the Third Annual Lake 
Whitney Spring Star Party was quite a 
success. This event is independently organized 
by Thomas Williamson, and he gets aid from 
members of area clubs, including FWAS, TAS, 
and CTAS, as well as the AAAA. This year's 
speakers were Dr. Paul Derrick who writes the 
"Stargazer" column for the Waco paper, Ed 
Flaspoehler, Vice President of the American 
Association of Amateur Astronomers, and 
Dean Chandler of Central Texas College in 
Killeen. Friday, we probably had 150 people 
gaze through our telescopes, and even though 
it was cloudy Saturday afternoon and evening, 
we still had about 30 people turn up for the 
presentations and door prizes.  
 
Activities during the day included fine grinding 
and polishing a 14" mirror. Much assistance 
was provided by a visiting Texas A&M grad 
student, Mike Warren. He'd read of the event 
in Astronomy magazine, and came up just for 
this. Our own John Dowell came out and, 
sheltered from the rain by the eaves of the 
Recreation Center, completed making a 
Dobsonian mount for the 14". By the way, the 
ultimate home for this telescope will be the 
State Park. Contact Thomas Williamson for 
information about how you can use this or one 
of the other telescopes of the Lake Whitney 
Astronomical Association's telescopes.  
 
It turned out that that weekend was some sort 
of nationwide Girl Scout campout weekend, 
and we had probably 100 Girl Scouts come 
through. One leader had her merit badge book, 
so were able to make sure that all these girls 
had met the requirements for their Star Gazing 
Merit Badge!  
 

All in all, the spring event turned out quite well, 
despite the rain, and plans are afoot for the 
summer party on August 3rd. 

Mike Warren, Burl Haley, & Thomas Williamson Work a  
Mirror 

John Dowell Works Gets his Bearings 

Nasa Notes ….. Jim Timmons 

FAR OUT  (Stardust) - The first comet sample return mission 
continues normal operation as it returns toward the inner solar 
system. Stardust reached 2.72 A.U., the farthest distance ever 
reached by a solar powered spacecraft. Despite the cold 
temperatures and decreased solar intensity, the spacecraft's 
battery charge dropped no lower than 91.6%. 
 
HST CHECKS OUT KBOs (Hubble) - The Hubble space telescope 
has been used to measure the mass of Kuiper Belt Objects (KBOs) 
that travel in pairs. The KBO 1998WW31 was discovered to be a 
binary last year and the Hubble has measured its mass to be about 
5,000 times less massive than Pluto and Charon. Since the 
discovery of 1998WW31, six additional binary KBOs have been 
discovered. 



Planets:   

Mercury:  Look for this elusive planet during the first 10 days of May, shining at almost 0 
magnitude low in the western sky at sunset.  It reaches its greatest height above the horizon on 
the evening of May 3. 
 
Venus:  Other than the moon, Venus is the brightest object in the sky.  You can't miss it!  Look 
westward at sunset.  From May 3 - 10, Venus joins Mars and Saturn in a compact formation 
less than 5 degrees wide (half the width of your fist held at arm's length).  As month ends, 
Venus is within 3 degrees of Jupiter. 
 
Mars:  The red planet is getting harder to see because it is so low in the west at sunset.  Also, 
it is not very bright.  However, it is noticeable when you look at the close formation of the planet 
with Venus and Saturn from May 3 - 10. 
 
Saturn:  Look quickly to see Saturn before it drops low and disappears in the sun's afterglow in 
the latter half of May.  It is part of that magical trio with Venus and Mars at the beginning of the 
month. 
 
Jupiter:  The second brightest planet in our sky perches high above the western horizon at 
sunset, and is the only one still visible at dark.  Watch the moon climb into Jupiter's territory on 
May 15.  Venus sits next to Jupiter in the constellation Gemini on May 31. 
 
Be sure to take time to look at the May Sky.  You won't see anything like this for another 
20 years!  This multi-planet grouping in our western sky is spectacular!! 
 

Constellations:  Canes Venatici, Centaurus, Coma Berenices, Corvus, Crux, Musca, Virgo, 
Sextans 
 

Looking for a Little More?  If this Skyline whets your appetite, try this website:  
skymaps.com/downloads.html.  It offers a two page pdf brochure that you can print out for 
free.  It has a basic skymap and short lists of visual, binocular, and small telescope objects.  It 
is really good--check it out! 

REMEMBER that the Sidewalk Astronomers will hold FREE public telescope viewing (weather permitting) on the 
north lawn of the Fort Worth Museum of Science and History on Saturday May 18 beginning at dusk.  Come join in 

the fun and bring the family! 
For more information about the night sky, contact the Fort Worth Museum of Science and History's Noble 

Planetarium at (817) 255-9300 or E-mail at planet@fwmsh.org.  Compiled by FWAS members Don Garland and 
Linda Krouse of the Noble Planetarium, with selected editor's additions. 



Observing Reports TEXAS SOCIETY OF YOUNG ASTRONOMERSTEXAS SOCIETY OF YOUNG ASTRONOMERSTEXAS SOCIETY OF YOUNG ASTRONOMERSTEXAS SOCIETY OF YOUNG ASTRONOMERS    
At Rosemont 6th Grade 

…….by Sallie Teames Gene Dawson - Just got a new pair of 
the Canon 15 x 50 image stabilized 
binoculars this evening, and they are 
truly awesome. Rock solid hand held 
image. Had a great evening out in the 
front yard here in Benbrook. Several 
street lights and Fort Worth light pollution 
to the east. To the west, M41 was easy 
picking. M44 was overhead and looked 
great. Was able to grab M36, M37 and 
M38 as well. Later in the evening I went 
in the back yard, which is fairly well cut 
off from street and porch lights. Was able 
to positively bag M81 and could see a 
Mag 9.5 star. This was without dark 
adapted eyes, as I was running in and 
out of the house looking at star charts (I 
know that's stupid, but I went out in a 
hurry and didn't take a flashlight). This 
was the first time I have ever found M81, 
even though I have looked for it from 
Benbrook with a 6 and 8 inch reflector. 
I'm sure the reflectors would have picked 
it up, if had them pointed in the right 
direction. The wide field really helped 
locate the objects. These things are 
really the cats meow. There are not 
cheap, but they work great. Can't wait to 
get a look at the moon with them.  
 
Doug Christianson -  Was comet 
searching last night from Arlington, 
unfortunately looking in the direction of 
Fort Worth. Thanks to confirmation 
information about its position on the 
FWAS eGroup I now know for sure that it 
was a good sighting. Using Venus as a 
starting point I looked 20 degrees to the 
right (North) and located Ikeya Zhang 
first at about 15 degrees altitude just to 
the right of Beta Andromeda. Beta 
Andromeda was the only naked eye star 
in the vicinity at 7:30 pm. Beta And was 
twinkling pretty good in the low altitude 
view and close by in the same FOV was 
a fuzzy ball. Quite easy to see with 
binoculars, but without a visible tail.  
 
Half an hour later from a rooftop we 
again observed the fuzz ball just before it 
set. Again, no tail, but we were 
competing with lots of local lights and sky 
glow from Fort Worth.  
 

Cloudy skies have kept the young observers at Rosemont 6th from viewing 
the alignment of the five visible planets.  However, Yolanda Navarette did 
manage to "sneak a peak" between clouds of Venus and Saturn and the 
moon by Jupiter and do an observation report. Yolanda has been diligent 
all year in her observing projects.  
 
Hopefully, the skies will clear over the next two weeks while the planets 
are all still lined up, so the kids can see it. This particular alignment won't 
be seen again for 38 years. 
 
For his science fair project, Zuriel Flores is tracking the four Galilean 
Moons of Jupiter over a three week period.  He is using one of the 60 mm 
telescopes that our principal, Manual Cantu, purchased for us this year. 
Zuriel is keeping a nightly observing journal of his drawings and 
comments. He is also researching Galileo and his discovery of Jupiter's 
four moons in motion around Jupiter. 
 
Well, the observing year of the TSYA at Rosemont 6th is drawing to a 
close. In May, we will be giving observing awards.  

Once IZ was gone my friends and I did a binocular sky tour. We identified 
Jupiter, Saturn, Aldebaran and Hyades, Pleiades, Orion and M42, then 
observed colored stars. Beta And (the marker for IZ) looked yellow. The 
contrast between Rigel and Bettleguese was terrific. Then we compared 
Aldebaran and Bettleguese, both red giants. Sirius and Rigel also were 
similarly  

(Continued on page 5) 



Observing Reports (Cont'd) Observing Reports (Cont'd) Observing Reports (Cont'd) Observing Reports (Cont'd)  

(Continued from page 4) 

blue white. Mizar and Alcor in Ursa Major gave 
a nice contrasting pair after my friend had 
noticed that many of the stars he saw 
appeared to be doubles. The constellation tour 
also touched Leo, Canis Major and Minor, 
Gemini, Taurus, Auriga.  
 
As the tour progressed, my friend observed 
that I kept referring to constellations by name. 
He observed that I was using the constellations 
to orient myself and my description of the sky. 
At the completion of the binocular tour the 
couple said that they now had figured out a 
new use for their reclining lawn chairs and a 
need for some replacement binoculars. This 
was all accomplished with a 6x30 opera glass 
and a beat up 7x50 that was so twisted that 
using one eye only was the only way to see 
anything.  
 
We had been using the skymaps.com star 
chart to find IZ, so I pointed out how to use it, 
above their heads to get the orientation correct. 
Then from their bookshelf came a freebee 
paper Planisphere that they got years ago on a 
tour of the McDonald observatory. A little 
lesson on how to adjust it for time and they 
were on their way. We may have two new star 
gazers in Arlington.  
 
Scott McDonald - I just watched Atlantis and 
the ISS pass over the Metroplex at about 9:22 
p.m. this evening. What a fantastic sight! They 
were moving from the NW to SE, one after the 
other, and had maybe 10 degrees between 
them. I believe the shuttle was leading the way. 
I picked them up about 50 degrees above the 
northwestern horizon. They passed almost 
directly overhead before fading out, and both 
were very bright. I'd guess as bright or brighter 
than Jupiter. What a sight! Hope you didn't 
miss it. 

May Star Walk at Copper Breaks May Star Walk at Copper Breaks May Star Walk at Copper Breaks May Star Walk at Copper Breaks     
…. Fred KochFred KochFred KochFred Koch 

The next public Star Walk at Copper Breaks State Park near 
Quanah, Texas will be Saturday May 4th. Members interested in 
participating should contact Richard Brown at RABrow@aol.com.  
Participation brings with it free camping, an excellent supper thanks 
to the hospitality of the Park Superintendent David Turner and his 
wife Jeri, and the opportunity to utilize the many telescopes after 
the public part of the evening program. For participants acting as 
Star Guides the occasion is meant to be and is as much social as 
observational. 
 
That afternoon will find solar observing from 1 to 3 PM near the 
Park headquarters building. There will be both white light and 
hydrogen alpha filters for viewing sunspots and solar prominences. 
 
The Star Walk begins after twilight at the Big Pond Campground in 
a newer, darker section of the Park. After a basic astronomy 
presentation for its benefit the public is then invited to view through 
instruments run by the Star Guides. Generally, the public stays two 
to three hours after which the telescopes are available to 
participants for the rest of the night as desired. Available May 4th 
will be eight Obsession Dobs ranging from 15" to 25" in mirror 
diameters. There will also be at least one pair of giant Fujinon 
binoculars among other instruments. 
 
We have now installed some GlareBusters for the Park lights, 
which were most obnoxious with immediate improvement for the 
new Big Pond Campground site. I trust and hope you will be able to 
make it out our way in the near future. 

 
We welcome all members to come to Copper Breaks. For any 
additional questions please contact Richard at RABrow@aolcom , 
the Park at cbsp@srcaccess.net or (940) 839-4331, or Fred Koch
at  fkoch@chipshot.net.  
 

Star Walk dates for 2002 are the Saturdays of April 6th, May 4th, 

June 1st, July 6th, August 3rd, September 7th, and October 5th. In 
addition, each of these dates will have a Sun Fun at the Park 
headquarters from 1 to 3 PM wherein there will be white light and 
hydrogen alpha solar viewing. 

Texas Star Party Time!! You must already be 
registered to attend.  Check for news at 
www.metronet.com/~tsp/. 
 
Lake Whitney - This is a public telescope 
observing opportunity.  Check whitney-
astro.com/ for details. 



Find Your Way in Sextans 
…………....Harry BearmanHarry BearmanHarry BearmanHarry Bearman 

 
Sextans is one of those contrivances of the famous map maker Johann Hevelius, created to fill in a space between Leo 
and Hydra. Its full name is Sextans Uraniae, the Heavenly Sextant. He named it after one his many instruments he lost 
when his house in Danzig (modern day Gdansk) burned on September 26 1679. 
 

Variable Stars 
There are two variables of note in Sextans, one of which goes through quite a range: 
   - RT Sextans varies over a 96 day period from magnitude 8.0 to 8.5 
   - S Sextans varies from magnitude 8.2 to 13.5 over a 261 day period. 
 

Double Stars 
The constellation also has two interesting double stars: 

   − Σ1441Σ1441Σ1441Σ1441, a close pair of orange and yellow stars, magnitudes 6.4 and 9.9 separated by 2.6"  
   - 35 Sextans, which shows off a pair of orange and yellow stars, magnitudes 6.3 and 7.4 separated by 6.8"  
 

Deep Sky Objects  
NGC 3115 The star (so to speak) of this constellation is NGC 3115. At 21 MLy away, though it appears small at 4'x1', it's 
visible in binoculars. Named the Spindle Galaxy, it's has generally been regarded to be an elliptical. There is some 
recent evidence that it's actually an S0, which is an intermediate form between elliptical and spiral. 
 
NGC 3165, 3166 & NGC 3169 Another jewel, but harder to find, is this triplet of galaxies. The two larger fellows 3166 
and 3169 are only 6MLy distant from each other 3166 is 52 MLy and 3169 is 46MLy away. Both should be visible in an 8 
inch scopes, the further distant 3165 needs a 12 inch to be found. 
 
NGC 3044 is a really skinny thing, at 0.8' x 4.3', and though listed as accessible in an 8", my bet's that you'll need at 
least a 10. It should be quite a challenge even so! 



FWAS Classifieds    
FWAS Membership Info 

Your advertisement could be 
right here!  This little ad 
space has been very 
successful at selling 
members' treasures .  If you 
want to unload, oops--I mean 
pass along, some of your 
equipment to make room for 
your next toys--sell it right 
here! 

FWAS Officers: 
President - Harry Bearman 
             817-294-8330, president@fortworthastro.com 
Vice President - Danny Arthur 
             817-732-4702, vicepresident@fortworthastro.com  
Sec/Treas - Tres Ross 
             817-732-0142, secretary@fortworthastro.com 
Chairman, Bd of Trustees - Becky Nordeen 
             817-428-0881, chairman@fortwothastro.com 
Vice Chairman - Ron DiIulio 
             817-249-3092, vicechairman@fortwothastro.com 
 

FWAS Meetings - FWAS meets at 7:00 PM on the third Thursday of the month at 
the Ft. Worth Museum of Science and History, 1501 Montgomery Street.  Guests 
and visitors are always welcome! 
 
FWAS Observing Site - The observing site in Wise County is open to members of 
FWAS at all times.  Guests of members are always welcome.  Six great telescopes 
are available for members' use: two 12" Dobs and four 10" Dobs.  Dark Sky 
etiquette is strictly enforced, except on guest observing nights!  
 

FWAS WebSite - fortworthastro.com: 
      -  Membership Info  
      -  Officers  
      -  Astrophotos  
      -  Observing  
      -  Links - Local weather, etc! 
      -  Message Board 
 

FWAS E-Group - send a blank e-mail to 
fwas-subscribe@yahoogroups.com  to subscribe. Post messages to the group by 
sending e-mail to fwas@yahoogroups.com.  Any message sent to 
fwas@yahoogroups.com will be automatically sent to all members of the list.   

 
Prime Focus - The FWAS newsletter is published monthly.  Letters to the editor, 
articles for publication, photos, or just about anything you would like to have 
included should be sent to Steve Gray at PrimeFocus@FortWorthAstro.com.  
Deadline is the Saturday after the Indoor meeting. 

 
FWAS Annual Dues - $30 for adults, $15 for students.   Send dues C/O Tres Ross 
at the FWAS PO Box return address.   
 
Discount Subscriptions Available: Sky & Telescope  ($30), Astronomy ($30).  
Send subscription renewals  C/O Tres Ross at the FWAS PO Box return address.  
For magazine subscription renewals, please include the magazine's renewal slip.  
Note that a Sky & Telescope subscription through the club entitles you to 10% off 
purchases at the Sky & Telescope on-line store! 
 
Astronomical League Membership -  Your FWAS membership also enrolls you in 
the Astronomical League. This makes you eligible for various observing certificates 
and you get their quarterly magazine, The Reflector. 

Observing Site Reminders: Observing Site Reminders: Observing Site Reminders: Observing Site Reminders:     
-   Sign the logbook in the clubhouse.  
-  Put equipment back neatly when you're 
through. 
-   Leave a log note if there is a club 
equipment problem and please call a club 
officer to let them know!  
-   Turn out the bathroom light and close the 
door tightly! 
-   Last person out, please ... 
       -  Check all doors and lights, 
       -  Make sure nobody left anything out, 
       -  And chain the gate. 
-   Maintain Dark Sky etiquette 
-   Turn out those headlights at the gate!! 



Editor's Note: The  star banners indicate star parties.  Be sure to check with the sponsor for details.   

Ft Worth Astronomical Society 
PO Box PO Box 471162  
Fort Worth, TX  76147-1162 
 

PrimeFocus@FortWorthAstro.com 


